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Year 3 Home Learning 

Learning Log: Pack 5 
Support for Home Learning can be found at Y.3@arkbentworthprimary.org 

Learning can be accessed through your child’s account on the following: 
DB Primary https://arkbentworth-lbhf.secure-dbprimary.com/ 
Mathletics https://www.mathletics.com/uk/ 
Accelerated Reader https://ukhosted40.renlearn.co.uk/2142174/ 
Epic Books https://www.getepic.com    Class code – wpy7137 

However, we recommend that this is in addition to the times below. 
Please do not feel pressured to finish all the material in one week. However, we will continue to 
give out new packs each week to ensure full coverage of the curriculum. 

Reading 
Children should read for 30 minutes daily. Parents can also read books with 
children as part of this activity. Children may also access books on Epic Books 
and read non-fiction articles on accelerated reader.  

Writing 

This week children are to complete a piece of creative writing based on the story 
starter provided in the pack. In the pack there are some questions for children 
to think about prior to writing their story. Please share your great writing on DB 
primary once it has been completed.  

Maths 

This week children are focusing on fractions. They will be focusing on 
understanding that a fraction shows how the whole has been divided into equal 
parts. Children will need to represent their fraction in images and draw a 
fraction wall, an example has been given inside the pack. Children will need to 
answer short word problems using fractions and giving their answers in 
fractions. 

Spelling Spelling provided in the pack come from the year 3 spelling list. In addition 
spelling  will be uploaded weekly onto DB Primary. This week the spelling 
pattern will be doubling consonants when suffixes -er and -est are added, 
including root words of two syllables. 

The wider 
Curriculum 

In topic this week children will use the information provided in the pack to 
complete the tasks in their workbook, session 2. Children will be learning about 
what a biome is and how different biomes support plants and animals around 
the world. Children will be thinking about what different biomes look like and 
how to locate them on a globe. 

In science this week the information provided in the pack supports children 
in their understanding of the roots of a plant. The information will support the 
children if they were unable to plant a bean at home last week. The images 
provided will support children’s understanding of the growth that happens to 
different parts of a plant as it grows. 

Extra 
Activities 

Poetry slam- To continue our love and appreciation of poetry please practice 
performing your favourite poem. If you can please email to class email or 
through DB primary. 
Cooking- Try and help your parents in the kitchen with dinner this week. Make 
a salad, prepare the vegetables for cooking, choose a new recipe to make 
something new together or create your own new dish with ingredients you can 
find in the cupboard. 
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Aiming High, Achieving Together 

Websites - www.spellingframe.co.uk
- www.bbcbitesize.co.uk – search for plants
- www.thinkuknow.co.uk/8_10/

  -     Youtube 'PE with Joe Wicks'

Many thanks for your continued support, 

Kishma Felix & Miss Cox 

Teacher Year 3 

http://www.spellingframe.co.uk/
http://www.bbcbitesize.co.uk/
http://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/8_10/


    Writing

Read the start of this story provided. 

Task 1- Discuss and think about what number 
could the die have landed on? Who do you think is 
playing the game? What game might they be 
playing? What will happen now that the die has 
stopped? Is there anybody else nearby who has 
witnessed the game? Where have the giants come 
from? Is this their home? 

Task 2 Task 3 

Improve these sentences in a 
book.  

The giant threw the die. 

It was really big and had 
black dots on.  

It landed on the beach and 
started to roll.  

Task 4 

Now write the rest 
of the story using 
the story starter 
provided. Use the 
questions that you 
answered in task 
one to help you 
write a coherent 
story.  

Do not forget that a 
good writer proof 
reads and edits as 
they write.  



SpaG 
 Task 1.1 - Write an adjective on each line to make a noun phrase. 

The …………………….. storm 

      The ………………. kitten 

Task 1.2 -Tick the sentence that is most likely to end with an exclamation mark. 

How noisy he is …….. what time is she coming……. 

Water the plants ……. Get out of there now ………. 

His is on holiday …….. I like your painting ……… 

Task 1.3 -Read the sentence and circle the adverbs 

James climbed slowly and carefully up the ladder.  

Task 1.4-Circle the correct spellings to complete the sentences. 

My poem will feature/ feachure in a magazine.  

I need to measure/ meashure out the cake ingredients.  

Hal wanted to go on an adventsure/ adventure.  

Task 1.5 – circle the preposition or preposition phrase in each sentence. Then say whether is shows when, 
where, or why something happened. The first one has been done for you. 

The cat squeezed between the bars.     Where  

The rain was heavy during the day.   ……………………………………….. 

The bird soared over the trees.   …………………………………….. 

I couldn’t sleep because of the noise. ………………………………. 

Task 1.6- Rewrite this passage so that it is in the past tense in a book. 

Jemma stands in the kitchen and rolls out the pastry for her pie. The filling 
gently bubbles in the pan. She puts it in the oven and smells it cooking. She 
invites her friends round for a slice. She takes it out before it burns.  

Task 2.1- Finish these sentences using the past progressive. 

Past progressive- a verb form which shows a continuous action that was happening in the 
past, eg, we were talking. 

Asha …………………………………………… towards the school. 

Craig …………………….. in the corridor. 



Task 2.2- Draw lines between the prefixes and the words that can be added together to 
make new words. Only use each prefix once.  

Task 2.3- Add er and est to each word to make a new word in a book.  

Big                 flat             slim 

Task 2.4- rewrite the words in bold, spelling them correctly. 

He’s got bad vizion. ………………………………………………………………………… 

An alien invassion was avoided. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Task 2.5- Write two sentences where the words below are used as verbs. 

Book        drink 
Task 2.6- rewrite this passage without the errors. 

rachel was dreading visitting her aunt at the weekend she thought that her little 
cousins were annoying last time she seen them, they keeped hitting her she 
unliked them an awful lot and would rather stay home. 

Super 

Anti 

Sub 

Auto 

virus 

way 

pilot 

man 



Reading comprehension 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dandelion 

Dandelion  

 Dazzle me, little sun-of-the-grass! 

 And spin me, tiny time-machine!  

       (tick-tock, sun clock, thistle & dock) 

 Now no longer known as  

 Dent-de-Lion, Lion’s Tooth or Windblow, 

 (tick-tock, sun clock, nettle & dock) 

Evening Glow, Milkwitch or Parachute, 
so  

Let new names take and root, thrive and 
grow,  

      (tick-tock, sun clock, rattle & dock) 

I would make you some, such as  

    Bane of lawn perfectionists 

Or Fallen Star of the Football Pitch 

     Or Scatterseed, but 

Never would I call you only, merely, 
simple, ‘weed’. 

     (tick-tock, sun clock, clover & dock) 

1) Choose two words you are 
unsure about and find the 
meaning using a dictionary.

2) What were dandelions 
known as in the past?

3) Why does the author repeat 
thistle & dock, nettle & 
dock, rattle & dock and 
clover & dock? (research 
what all of these have in 
common to support your 
answer)

4) How does the author feel 
about dandelions? What 
evidence do you have in the 
poem to support your 
opinion?



Handwriting 
Take 15 minutes twice a week to keep up your beautiful handwriting. This week we are 
practicing the join to the ‘e’ and from the ‘e’. Focus on ensuring that the size of your letters 
are consistent.  

Newt 

Newt  

‘Newt, oh newt, you are too cute!’ 

Emoted the coot to the too-cute newt, 

‘With your frilly back and your shiny suit 

   and your spotted skin so unhirsute!’ 

‘Too cute?!’ roared the newt to the 
unastute coot. ‘With all this careless talk 
of cute you bring me into disrepute, for 
newts aren’t cute: 

we’re king of the pond, lions of the 
duckweed, dragons of the water;  

albeit, it’s true,’- he paused- ‘minute’. 

1) Who is having the conversation in 
this poem?

2) What do you think 'emoted' 
means? Now go and look it up in 
the dictionary. How close was 
your meaning to the dictionary 
meaning?

3) How does the newt see himself?
Use evidence and words directly 
from the poem to explain your 
answer?

4) Use the description in the text to 
draw and label an image of a 
newt.



Maths 
For the next few weeks we will be learning about fractions. A weekly overview of the 
learning is included in the learning log for year 3. If you need more information there will 
be learning videos uploaded onto DB primary but also email Mrs Felix or Miss Cox on 
y.3@arkbentworthprimary.org or through DB primary.

Top tips- when working with fractions we are working with equal parts of a whole. We 
must identify the whole and the parts. Here are a few examples in real life.  

The London eye would be the whole and the pod 
would be one part.  

Task 1.1- Look at these images an identify the whole and the part. 

1)  2) 

Task 1.2 – Fractions consist of dividing the whole into equal parts. Identify how many 
parts these shapes have been divided into and if the parts are equal or unequal.  

1) 

2)

mailto:y.3@arkbentworthprimary.org


3) 

Task 1.3- When we look at fractions the denominator (the number at the bottom) shows 
us how many equal parts the whole has been divided into. The numerator (the number at 
the top) tells us how many of the equal parts we have.  

Example: 

 the fraction to represent this shape would be 

What fraction do these shapes represent? 

1)      2) 

Task 2.1- What fraction of each shape is shaded? Say what the denominator is and why. 
Say what the numerator is and why? 

1)   2) 3)



Task 2.2- complete the missing fraction on the number line. 

1)  2) 3)



Task 2.3- Draw your own representations of the fractions below. Remember the 
denominator shows you how many equal parts your whole should be divided into 
and the numerator is the amount of those equal parts you have. 

1) 2)   3) 

Task 3.1 – find the fraction of these quantities 

Example: 

The whole is 12. There are 12 pods altogether. 

My denominator (number at the bottom) is 4. I need to divide my whole number into 4 
equal groups. My numerator tells me how many groups I have. My numerator is 1, so I 
need to look at how many pods are in one group. There are 3 pods in 1 group, so my 
answer is 3.  

1)



2)   

  
3)  

4)  
 

 

Task 3.2- Create your own fraction wall. Remember each row represents one whole and should be 
divided into equal parts. I have included part of one for you. How far can your wall go? 

 



 

In these tasks we will be looking at unit fractions and non- unit fractions.  

A unit fraction has one as a numerator (the number at the top). 

 

A non-unit fraction has a numerator that is not one.  
 

Task 4.1-  

Say out loud how many parts the whole has been divided into and then count how many of those equal 
parts are shaded in. This will give you some practise in writing non-unit fractions.  

1)   2)  
        

3)  

Task 4.2- Read each maths story and write the fraction to complete the sentence.  

1)  4 



 

2)  
 

3)  

 
 
Task 4.3-  Create your own math stories involving non-unit fractions. Share these on DB primary.  

 
 
Task 5.1- Read and solve these problems. Remember the denominator shows you how many 
equal groups to divide the whole into.  
 

1)  

 



 

2)  

 

3)  

 

Task 5.2-  Read and solve the problems. Use your multiplication facts to help you.  

Example: 

 

 



1) 

2) 

3)



Session 2 - Climate Zone and Biomes workbook.

Task 1- Complete quiz 4.1  

Task 2- Use the information provided to complete session 2 in your 

workbooks. 



 

 



 

 

 



 

Task 3-  Explain to your family what is a Biome and where in the world are they found.  

Science 

Task 1- complete quiz 4.1  

Task 2- Use this information to help complete the task in your science books session 2. You may 
not be able to complete some of the task if you have not been able to plant any seeds during 
lockdown.  

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



Art
Watch the video on BBC bitesize about Vincent Van Gogh. 

This painting is called Starry Night By Van Gogh. – This is 
one of his landscapes. 
If you can find it on the internet take a look at this painting: 
What colours can you see 
What shapes can you see? 

I would like you to find Wheat Field with Cypresses 
landscape painting of Van Gogh and compare that 
landscape to Van Gogh’s Starry Night landscape.  



Do they have the same colours?  
Do they have the same shapes? 
What is the difference between the two painting? 

I would like you to get your sketch books that we made last 
week and open them to the second page. We are going to 
use two pages today and going to draw Starry Night.  
Once we have drawn Stary Night. You are going to colour 
it or paint it. Whatever you have a home. A video on DB 
will be uploaded with how to draw and paint/colour this 
painting. 
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